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1 Introduction 
Granger (1981) introduced the concept of cointegration but it was not until Engle and 
Granger (1987) and Johansen( 1988, 1991) that this concept got an inmense popularity among 
econometricians and applied economists. The great impact those papers had in the profes-
sion was due to the fact that they showed how we should statistically work with economic 
yariables that are non stationary~ in order to avoid the problem of spurious regressions, see 
Granger and Kewbold (1974) and Phillips (1986). Furthermore, most of the estimation and 
inference procedures changed dramatically from the classical statistical frameworks when 
dealing "'ith yariables that have unit roots and are cointegrated. By now it is clear how 
to deal with integrated and cointegrated data in a linear context, see \~Tatson (1996), but 
almost no research has been dedicated to the simultaneous consideration of nonstationarity 
and nonlinearity. Even though many economist agree that those are dominant and likely 
properties of many economic data. How can it be possible that only few research have been 
dedicated to this topic? The answer is clear~ it is difficult to work with nonlinear time series 
models \\"ithin a stationary and ergodic frame\\'ork and therefore even more difficult within 
a nonstationary context. 
An introduction to the state of the art in econometrics relating nonlinearity and nonsta-
tionarity within a time series context can be found in Granger and Tedisvirta (1993) and 
Granger (199.3). Those authors discussed the concepts of long-range dependence in mean 
and extended memory which generalize the linear concept of integration, I( 1), to a nonlinear 
framework. The main disad\'antage of those definitions is that they have no Laws of Large 
\'umbers (LL\,). nor Functional Central Limit Theorems (FCLT) associated to them~ and 
therefore its hard to obtain estimation and inference results. On the other hand, there are 
interesting empirical macroeconomic applications where nonlinearity has been found in a 
llonqationary context and therefore, there is a need to econometrically justify those results. 
Thi:- paper starts filling this mayor gap. 
As an empirical application of nonlinear error correction (KEC) models we have the case 
of the t'E money demand from 18i8 to 1970. With this data set, Escribano (1986) showed 
tluH a nonlinear error correction \\'as the best specification of the alternatiyes linear models 
that \\'ere proposed by Friedman and Schwarz (1982), Rendry and Ericsson (1985) and 
Longbottom and Rolly (198.3). In fact in their latest specification of that money demand for 
the rE. Hendry and Ericsson (1991) used the nonlinear error correction specification. The 
\'ariables are: m=log money stock (millions), i=log real net national product, p=deflator of 
i. r$=log of short term interest rate. rl=log of long-term interest rate, and RS=short term 
interest rate. L is the lag operator such that L k It = It-k. Let Ut be the residuals from 
the cointegrating relationship estimated by OLS, then the two-step approach of Engle and 
Granger(198i) is giwn by: 
Ut = (m - P - Y)t + 0.309 + 7 RSt 
1 
(1 - L)(111 - p)t 0.45(1 - L)(171 - P)t-l - (1 - L)2(/71 - P)t-2 - 0.60(1 - L))11 + 
0.39(1 - L)Pt-l - 0.021(1 - L)rst - 0.062(1- L2)dt -
2.5.5(Ut-l - 0.2)U~_1 + 0.005 + 3.7(D1 + D:3) + et 
In the second step: the term Ut-l enters in the nonlinear error correction term, and we can 
estimate the rest of the parameters of the dynamic formulation by OLS. This error correction 
model is nonlinear since the nonlinear adjustment is a cubic polynomial. The sign of the 
estimated coefficient (-2.55) guarantees that the adjustment is in fact error correcting. In this 
paper we give sufficient conditions for those OLS parameters to be consistently estimated 
and we show that the short run parameters have a limiting distribution that is normal. Other 
empirical examples of nonlinear error correction models are Granger and Lee (1989), Balke 
and Fomby (1992): Burguess (1992)~ Kunst (1992) and Granger and Swanson(1995). The 
main goal of this paper is to give sufficient conditions for the parameters of those models to be 
consistently estimated by two-step least squares and to show that the short run parameters 
of the dynamic model haw a limiting normal distribution. 
The struct ure of this paper is the following. In Section 2 we propose an alternative 
concept of integration. 1(0) and 1(1). \\"hich can also be extended to nonlinear cointegration. 
Based on those definitions we study if certain results of Granger Representation Theorem 
are maintained in this nonlinear framework. \Ve propose a representation theorem which 
relates the concept of linear cointegration with the nonlinear error correction, introduced 
by Escribano (1986. 1987). Section 3, deals with the least squares estimation of linear 
cointegrating relationships in a general context with cointegrating errors that are near epoch 
dependent. \Ye deriwd the asymptotic distribution of the two-step least squares estimator 
of t he short run parameters of the ~ECs. Section 4, co\'ers some l\lonte Carlo simulations 
to 5t udy t he small sample properties of least squares in several parametric KEC models. 
FinaJJy in section ·5. we present the main conclusions. 
2 Nonlinear Error Correction Models 
2.1 Definitions 
A general concept of 1(0) for a sequence {t'd is given by the "high level" condition that 
l'1 wrifies a Functional Central Limit Theorem (FeLT), i.e. that T- 1/ 2 L~~;J Vt ~ B(r) 
,,·here E( r) is a Bro\\"nian )'lotion. In a (non )-linear dynamic model this FeLT holds for 
functions of the exogenous variables and underlying disturbances that have a sufficiently 
fadding memory. Different approaches to modelize these dynamics have been developed: 
Bierell::: (1981) employ the concept of "stochastically stable" ,,'.r.t. an Q-mlxmg sequence: 
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Gallant and \Vhite (1988) or Wooldridge and \Yhite (1988) employ the concept of "near 
epoch dependence~~ (KED) W.r.t. an a-mixing sequence. Both concepts need to assume that 
the exogenous variables and disturbances are a-mixing (therefore sequences asymptotically 
independent) to provide useful results. The definition of 1(0) that we are going to use is 
based in the concept of KED. 
Definition 2.1a (KED) Let {Zt : n -+ ~} be a sequence (F,B)-medible with E(:l) < 00 
for all t. Then it will be said that {ztl is near epoch dependent (NED) on the underlying 
sequence Vt iff {<Pm} is of size -a, for <Pm given by 
and ",here E:~;;:(Zt) = E(zt/vt-m.···' l't+m) and /I·/IL2 is the norm L2 of a random variable, 
defined as £1/21 . 12. 
\Ye assume that the future values of Vt do not improve the conditional expectation of 
=t. in the sense of Sims (19i2). such that the forward values Vt+r (r = 1, ... , m) are useless, 
but harmless. From Definition 2.1a we can say that Om is the worst mean square forecast 
error ",hen ::t is predicted by £:~;;:(::d. \\'hen </Jm goes to zero at an appropiate rate, then 
=t depends essentially on the recent epoch of t't. If Zt depends on a finite number of lags of 
1't then it is :\,ED of any size. The property of ;\ED is maintained under sums and products 
(see Gallant and White (1988)) and under some conditions verifies a Law of Large l'\umbers 
(LL:,\) and a FeLT. A simplified ,'ersion for arrays of that FeLT is as follows. 
Theorem 2.1h (FeLT for :\,ED. see \\'ooldridge and White (1988)) Consider the follo\\'ing 
assumptions: (i) {::nt 71. t = 1,2 .... } is a double array of real-valued random variables; 
(ii) a;' = "(Jr(L~l ::nd verifies that {a;.2} is O(n-1); (iii) for some r > 2 and all n,t: 
Il=,du < ~ <x and £(::nt) = 0: (iv) {::nd is l\ED w.r.t. {Ynd of size -1/2; (,') {Ynd is 
a-mixing of size -1'/(1' - 2); (vi) for each r E [0.11, E(H·n (1·)2) -+ r as 11 -+ oc, where the 
~eq uence {n'n ( . )} is defined as 
[nr) 
ll'n(r) = La;.l Znt . 
t=1 
Then. {ll'n} ,'erifies ll'n .:!... lL where IF is the Standard Brownian :Motion. 
The above considerations moti,'ates the following definition. 
Definition 2.2 A sequence {.:-d is 1(0) if it is KED on an underlying a-mixing sequence 
{t·:} but the sequence {,I'd given by Xt = L~=l Ct is not KED. \Ve will say that Xt is 1(1). 
:\'otice that if J.'t is 1(1) then ~Xt is 1(0). This definition of 1(0) plus the conditions of 
Theorem 2.1b ensure a FCLT for the 1(0) series. 
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Definition 2.3 Two sequences {Yt} and {xd which are 1(1) are cointegrated with cointe-
gration function g(.,'; "t), if g(Yil Xt; / -) is NED on some a-mixing sequence but the sequence 
g(Yt, Xt; "d, is not KED for " =I- ,-. 
This definition allows us to extend the notion of cointegration to a nonlinear context 
without having to deal with the difficulties faced by Escribano (198i) or Granger and Hallman 
(1991) when characterizing the time series properties of nonlinear transformations of series 
that are 1(0) or 1(1). It also allows us to deal formally NEC models. 
Definition 2.4 A non linear error correction (NEe) mechanism for the (71 xl) X t vector 
is an autoregressive lineal model (VAR) for the differences ~Xt plus nonlinear terms for the 
lag of the levels: say X t - 1 • 
If we take the case 71 = 2 and X t = [Xh Yt]', the ]\EC with only one lag is 
"'hose first equation can be written in the form 
j.Yt t"11~Yt-l + 'Ij'12~Xt-l + h(Yt-l~ Xt-l;') + Elt 
j.Yt t'll~Yt-l +~'12~Xt-l + h(g(Yt-l~ .Tt-l: "/1); '2) + Elt [2.1] 
\\"here j.Yt and j..1't are :\ED. and the parameter, may be split into " = h~ ~ ,'~]/. The 
sub"ector "n is the cointegration vector and the subvector "/2 is the vector of parameters 
of the nonlinear error corretion mechanism. l'otice the distinction made in [2.1] between 
the cointegration function g(Yt .. rt:/d and the error correction function h(';"/2)' The func-
tion g( '. -: ";]) = 0 gives the long run equilibrium relationship and the deviations from this 
equilibrium g(YI_], .1'1-]: "11) are the errors corrected by h(·; 12)' 
In order to study \"EC models with linear cointegration [2.1] becomes 
j.Yt t"llj.Yt-l + t"12~Xt-l + h(Zt_l; 12) + Elt [2.2] 
':t-l Yt-l + ")1Xt-l == g(Yt-l,Xt-l;ll) 
Consider the following example. Let X t = [Yt. Xt~ rt]', and H(Xt - 1 ) = J(I{ X t- 1 ) for some 
matrix S (71 X 71) and some function J : ?Rn --+ ?Rn, and suppose that ]{ is given by linear 
combinations of t\\"o cointegrating relations l i.e. 
( 
"t11 /12) ( 011 
/21 122 a' 
21 
'31 132 
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It is clear that the function of (l{~ X t- 1 , J\~Xt-l' I\'~Xt_tl can be written as Cl function of 
only [a~Xt_1' a~Xt-d' = [=1,t-1, =2.1-1]'. Therefore. the error correction model with only one 
lag is giyen by 
D.Yt - ,B1~Yt-1 + ;32~:rt-1 + ,B3~rt-1 + )1(ZI,t-1, Z2,t-1) + £It 
~:rt 81~Yt-1 + 82~Xt-1 + 83~rt-1 + )2(=l,t-1, Z2,t-1) + C2t 
D.rt - Pl.6..Yt-1 + P2.6..:rt-1 + P3.6..rt-1 + )3(ZI,t-1, Z2,t-d + C3t 
where the error correction is a function of the base of cointegrating relations. 
In the next section we proyide a partial generalization of the GrangeI' Representation 
Theorem gi\'en in Engle and Granger (1987). 
2.2 A Representation Theorem 
Before characterizing the representation theorem it is convenient to introduce some results 
that will be instrumental in the proof. Consider the following model 
where Zt and l't are (r xl). H't is (11 xl) <PI is (r X n). and F(·; ~r) : ?Rr ---+ ?Rr as a function 
of Z. Assumption 2.·j and Theorem 2.6 that foUo\\' will be useful later on. 
Assumption 2.5 
(a) The sequence {C} is a-mixing of size -1'/(1' - 2) for 'v > 2, and the sequence {H'd 
giH?n in [2.:3J is ~ED on an underlying a-mixing sequence {At}. of size -1'/(1' - 2) for 
/' > 2. in the sense that for t'm gi\'en as 
it holds that l..'m ---+ 0 as 111 ---+ oc, where the norm 11 . 115 is introduced in Mira and 
Escribano (199.j). See Appendix A. 
(b) For the norm 11· lis we ha\'e 
Ilv zF(Z: ~I )115 == 8z < 1. 
((') The following moment conditions hold for i = 2 
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(i) Elllrtll~ ~ ~W , 
(ii) EIIFtll~ ~ ~~) , 
(iii) EIIUtll~IIIFtll~ ~ ~~~~u· 
(d) F(·;;) is continuously differentiable in each argument. 
If in Assumption 2.·5 (a) Ut is NED instead of a-mixing, then the proof would change 
only slightly but the result is valid. Assumption 2.5 (b) says that the spectral radious of the 
matrix of first partial derivatives is smaller than 1. \re will see later on that this assumption 
plays an important role. 
Theorem 2.6 l1nder Assumption 2.5 the sequence {Zt} given in [2.3] is NED on the under-
lying a-mixing sequence {(Ut, At)} of any size. 0 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
The core of the proof is that if Zt is :\ED on 1Ft and 1Ft is KED on At then Zt is KED on 
.4t • :\O\Y \Ye have the tools to give a representation theorem for a nonlinear error correction 
with linear cointegration, in the sense that we give sufficient conditions to ensure a balanced 
!3pecification of :\"EC models. 
Theorem 2. i (Representation Theorem) Consider the following nonlinear time series model 
for the !3equence of (11 x 1) vectors {.\·d. giwn by 
.\t = F(.\t-1. '\t-2) + Ct [2.4] 
where for simplicity only two lags are included. Suppose the following conditions: 
(1) ~l is a-mixing and ~.\t is 1(0): 
(2) the function F(.\t-1. '\t-2) is nonlinear only in the first lag, i.e. 
and 
(:3) H('\t-1) = J(a'Xt-d where a'Xt- 1 == Zt-1· 
Then 
(i) under Assumption (2) we have the following representation 
~.\t = \If1~.\t-1 + H(Xt- 1) + et [2.5] 
where \If 1 - -<1>2 and H(Xt} : ~n -+ ~n is given by H(Xt- 1) - -(1- <1>2)Xt- 1 + 
G(.\t-1 ): 
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(ii) under Assumption (3), if "'e multiply [2.5] by 0' we obtain the following representation 
for Zt, 
Zt = q>11Ft-1 + F(Zt-d + Ut [2.6] 
where Zt = o'X/, lVt = o6.Xt, q>1 = 0'W1' and F(Zt-1) = a.1J(0'Xt- 1) + 0'Xt- 1; 
(iii) under Assumptions (1)-(3) plus Assumption 2.5 for model [2.6] we have that Zt is NED. 
o 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
Note that (1) implies on [2.5] that (1 - w1L) cannot have a unit root. The result (iii) of 
the former theorem ensures that under Assumptions (1) to (3) plus 2.6 we have that [2.5] 
is a correctly specified KEC. If we consider the example given in Section 2.1, the expression 
[2.6] is given by 
=11 = 0l1 U'1.t-1 + 012 1£'2.t-1 + 913U'3,t-1 + Zl,t-1 
+OllJ1(=l.t-1.=2.t-d + 012J2(Zl.t-1.Z2.t-d + 013J3(Zl.t-llZ2,t-1) + Ult 
=2t = 021 U'l.t-1 + 0n U'2.1-1 + 923U'3.t-1 + Z2.1-1 
+021Jd=l.t-1' =2.t-1) + 022 J2(Zl.t-1, =2,t-1) + 0 23 J3(Z1.1-1, Z2,t-1) + U2t· 
The condition given by .-\ssumption 2 .. j (b) says that RSpec('V zF(Z)) < 1 where the function 
RSpec(.11) is the spectral radious of the matrix M. In this example we have 
For inst ance if \ye ha\'e only one equation and only one cointegrating relation then J2 = J3 = 
o ~. ::2t = 0 and the matrix V zF(Z) is 
V zF(Z) = ( 1 + Oll ~ ). 
Therefore condition RSpec(v zF(Z)) < 1 reduces to 11 + 011 ~I < 1. See 11ira (1996) for 
some comments about the case of nonlinear cointegration and nonlinear error correction. 
Theorem 2.7 can be as well stated replacing Assumption (1) by Assumption (1 ') given 
by 
(1') ~I is 1(0): 
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and in this case we obtain the follo\ying theorem. This theorem proyides sufficient condit ions 
to jointly ensure that .6.Xt and a/Xt are KED. 
Theorem 2.8 Suppose that (1 '), (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.7, and Assumption 2 .. j apply to 
model 
where ~: = [Z:, .6.X~t], for some partition X: = [Xft, X~t] that depends on the cointegrating 
vectors, then !).Xt and a'Xt are jointly NED. 
Proof: see Appendix A. 
2.3 Extensions 
If the error correction function depends on say t\\"o lags '\t-l and '\t-2. an extension of 
Theorem 2.7 can be giyen. Let us write 
.\t G('\t-l. '\t-2) + <1>2'\t-2 + Et 
~.\t G('\t-l, '\t-2) - '\1-1 + <1>2'\1-2 + et 
(-<1>2 )(.\t-1 - '\t-2) - (1 - <1>2)Xt- 1 + G('\t-1, '\t-2) + Et 
\h~.\t-l + H('\t-1. '\t-2) + et [2.8] 
where 'lJ 1 = -<1>2 and H('\t-1.'\t-2) = -(1- <1>2)Xt- 1 + G(Xt- 1.Xt- 2L and condition (3) 
of Theorem 2.1 should be changed appropiately. An example of this type of models is the 
Smooth Transition Regression function (STR) giyen in GrangeI' y Terasyirta (199:3). where 
the tran5it ion depends on some equilibrium errors of the long run relationship specified by 
the cointegrating relation. For example, if \\"e have .\t = [Yh Zt)'. then the first equation of 
[:2.S] ma~' be written as 
~.Yt = 311~Yt-l + 312~Zt-1 
+(~l1~Yt-l + b12~Zt-l)(1 + exp(-"'I1(Yt-l - ~12Zt-l)) + Clt 
In this case the dynamics of ,j.Yt ha,'e an autoregressive representation with exogenous 
,'ariables. whose parameters change depending on the equilibrium errors of the long run 
relationship, 
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3 Two Step Estimation 
Once the :\"EC model is correctly specified, it is of interest to giYe sufficient conditions on 
the !\LS estimator of [2.2J that ensure its consistency and its asymptotic distribution. 
Proposition 3.1 (a) Under conditions of a FeLT and if the nonlinear cointegration function 
is Hadamard differentiable, then the NLS estimator is consistent. (b) Under the conditions 
given in (a) and some conditions on the derivative of the nonlinear cointegration function, 
the ~LS estimator is superconsistent. 
Proof: See Appendix B. 
:'\otice that in the linear case ,ye ha"e the OLS estimator and in that case, the Hadamard 
differentiability of part (a) and the conditions on the derivative of part (b) hold. 
Proposition 3.2 Fnder conditions of Theorem 2.7 and standard assumptions. [2.2J is a 
correctly specified model and assuming we know the cointegrating parameters, then the NLS 
estimators of the rest of the parameters of the !\EC model are consistent and asymptotically 
normal estimators. 
Proof: See Appendix B. 
for the t\\"O step estimation the only thing that remains to prove is that the asymptotic 
diqribution of the estimators gi\"en in Proposition :3.2 is the same no matter what value of 
the cointegrating parameters we use. the estimated values given in Proposition :3.1. say ~,r 
or the true \'alues. say ~;j. 
The nonlinear error correction model that \ye want to estimate is a single equation model 
wit 11 a non linear error correction which depends on a single cointegrating relationship. given 
by 
which can be written as 
where '::;-1 == g(Yt-1 .. r t-1' ~:n represent the nonlinear equilibrium errors, !::l.Yt _ rt. and 
~.rt == U' t , If we stack all the observations in \"ector form \\'e get 
R - I"; B- - F-h;) V [3.2J 
C-Ur) = V [3.3a] 
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The two-step estimation procedure proposed by Engle and Granger (1987) consists in 
estimating the cointegrating parameter in a first step by OLS, say Ir generate the residuals. 
and then use those residuals in a second step for estimating the remaining parameters of the 
nonlinear error correction model [3.1] but substituting =;-1 by ZT-1' For instance in a linear 
case we ,,"ould substitute zT = Yt - II Xt for z; = Yt - I;Xt. In order to obtain a similar 
result for the nonlinear case we consider the following assumption. 
Define =;-1 = g(Yt-1 ~ Xt-l ~ In for If the KLS estimation of the cointegrating parameter 
~k alId FT(~k) - [f(_T.~.) f(_T ...... )]' 11' 12 - • .;..o~ 12 ~''''. "T-1~ 12 • 
Assumption 3.3 Define the function 
and assume that the following conditions hold. 
lim (T-1Cr(e")'c[(e")) = lim (T-1Ge(e")'Ge(e")) T-x T-x Op(l) [3.4} 
lim (T- 1/ 2 , "Gr(e")) = lim (T- 1/ 2F'G&(e")) T-x T-x Op( 1), and [3.5] 
lim (T-1/2(F"h;) - FT(i;))'Gf(e")) T-x op(l). [3.6] 
where C;T((J") and G'6(e") are the deri"ati"es of the expressions given in [3.3a] and [3.3b). 
These assumptions haw clear implications in the linear case~ see l\lira (1996). Consider 
for instance that 3" = O. then Gr(e") = [-It'. -F~~(2)] and then the first term in [3.4] is 
the limit of 
If those conditions are difficult to proye analytically, we suggest to do some simulations 
should be done to ensure that conditions hold. \Vhat \Ye found is that the more demanding 
condition is [:3.G] since it affects the non linear behaviour of the f(·) function. \Vith the 
.-\s:"umption :3.:3 we can proye the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4 Suppose that model [3.1] can be consistently estimated by KLS. Under As-
sumption 3.:3. the estimation of model [3.1] with the cointegration parameter 1;1 estimated 
b~' :\LS ~}. instead of the true parameter "Yi ~ provides the same asymptotic distribution for 
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the :\LS estimations (jT of the rest of parameters e-. than those eT. estimated with the true 
value ~;j. 
Proof: See Appendix B. 
4 Alternative Nonlinear Error Correction Models 
4.1 The Data Generating Process 
Consider the XEC \\'ith linear cointegration 
D.Yt 9i~It + f(:;-l;~I;) + Vt 
Yt = ~;il't + :;. 
This model is straightforward to generalize to include several variables. lags and cointegrating 
relations. \Ye ha\'e choosen this model in order to simplify the simulations. The data 
generating process (DGP) is the following. Consider t",o independent a-mixing sequences 
{Ot} and {t't} \\'ith zero mean and define 
,1' t = ,1't-1 + at [.f.1 J 
- :;-1 + fiat + f(::;-l·i;) + t't [4.2J 
-t 
- . [4.3] Yt ~;l,1't + ::t 
\\'here the function f(::;-1'~'2) is chosen as a parametric nonlinear error correction function. 
:\0\\' if ::t is a-mixing then \Ye obtain that ,1't is 1(1). Yt is 1(1) and they are cointegated 
with cointegration function Yt - ~;;l't. see Theorems 2.i and 2.8. If we apply the difference 
operator to [-1.:3] \\'e obtain 
which is a nonlinear error correction mechanism (KEe) with linear cointegration given by 
::; = Yt - ~;;,rt· for simplicity \Ye impose the common factors restriction 8j = 0 on [4.4] 
The errors of the cointegrating relation are given by :;-1 = Yt-1 -,iXt-l, and the OLS 
estimated residuals are given by Z'!-I = Yt-I - ,f Xt-I, where ")'f is the value of f3 estimated 
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in the regression Yt = a + PXt + Ct, because Yt = ii·l't + (.:~ + 1'). ",here ':t = :~ + Jl and .:~ 
IS zero mean. 
The analysis begin by generating the series .:; from [-1.2]. If ,ye differentiate in [-1.2] ,,"ith 
respect to ':;-1 we obtain 
and our boundedness condition is -1 < dzL z; < 1 which from Theorem 2.7 is sufficient to 
ensure that the series z; is KED. In case that the non linear function is given by a more 
general nonlinear autoregressive modeL the more general boundedness condition is explained 
in ~lira and Escribano (1995). 
Consider the exponential smooth transition error correction (ESTR-EC) model given by 
then the deri,'ati,'e [-1,6] is 1 - 2i23d':t - ;32)exp(31(zt - ;32)2), and in order to verify the 
boundedness condition it has to occur that the sign of /231(Zt - ;32) < 0, which is a quite 
unatractiw condition since in that case [-1.2] generates appropiate series only for deviations 
from the equilibrium that are either positive or negative. 
Consider no'" the logistic smooth trasition error correction (LSTR-EC) model given by 
\\'here the c1erivatiw [-1.6] is 1 - ~;2 (31 exp(3d':t - 32)))(1 + exp(31(.~t - ;32)))-2. Figure 
1 represents this deri"ati,'e for the values of the parameters (81li32,/2) giwn by (8 l 0 l 1), 
(G, 0,1), (:3.0,1) and (L 0.1) respectiwly. The shape of the derivative [4.6] depends on the 
\'allle~ of the parameters considered. The boundedness condition requires that the graphs 
of the deri,'ative are bounded by 1 in absolute value. As we see in the graphs those values 
aproaches 1 asymptoticaJly. then the condition holds but the behaviour of the series aproaches 
the beha,'iour of a unit root process or of a "stable" process depending on the region ",here 
.~ takes ,'alues, \\'e ",jJl come back to this point later on. 
4.2 The Models 
\\'e propose three alternatiw models to generate the series z; == St, given by the following 
nonlillear functions. 
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?\lodel 1: Take 
for ~;2 > O. 
:'lodel 2: Take 
f(s~ ;31. 32, f33~ /34, ~'2) = ;2 (exp( -PIS) - ;32)I{s~O} +;2 (.84 - exp(,83s ))I{s<o) 
for I{z} is the characteristic function of the set Z, ;'2 > 0, !31 > ° and !33 > 0. 
~lodel 3: Take 
f(s, !31~ .B2~ 83: f34~ ;2) = -;2 ((s + /3d3 + !32)/((S + /33)2 + /34) 
for ~'2 > 0. 
In the three cases the deriYatiYes are in the desired region for the appropiate values of 
the parameters but not for others. The deriyatiw [4.6] for :Models 1, 2 and 3 are respectively 
3 1 _ 1 ~'21 + (318 + 32)2 
1 ~ :3(8 + 81 )2((S + 33)2 + ,84) - 2(s + ,83)((s + /31)3 + /32) 
- ;2 ((8+.83 )2+;34)2 
In part icular in ~Iodel 1 for ,"alues of (31' 32, ~12) equal to (1. 0,1) the deriyative is 1 -
)L~ wich is always between 0 and L but this is not necessarily true for other parameter 
vaJ ues. In :'Iodel 2. for values of (:31' 32 , 33 , 34 , 12) equal to (1,0, 1,0, 1) the deriyatiye is 1 -
exp( -.~ )J{~~O} - exp( 8 )J{s<O}' In :'Iodel 3 for yalues of (131, /32, 83, /34, /2) equal to (0,0,0,1,1) 
the function I($) is - S<l which has an asymptote in the line y = -x and is aboye it in 
the positiw part and below it in the negatiye part. Therefore the deriyative will be always 
smaller than 1 and will apprach 0 asymptotically. Figures 2 to 3 present some examples 
for other parameter yalues. Figure:2 present the derivatiye 1 + f'(s) for :rvIodel 2 ",here 
the yalues (31, 33'~;2) are given by (1, L 1)~ (1,5,0 .. 5), (4~4,1). (1,1, L5). The comments we 
made for Figure 1 apply now. Figure 3 presents the derivative for 1\lodel 3 where the values 
(.31.32.·h.3.J'~12) are giyen by (0.0.0,1,1), (0 .. 5,0~O,1.0.i), (0,0,L1,0.iL (0,0,0,5,O.i). 
\\"ithin htis class of rational polynomials the models considered satisfy the condition on the 
absolute yalue of the deriyative. except maybe for a small region of values of s. Therefore, 
we feel more confident estimating these type of ?\EC models. 
The following table provides the yalues of the parameters for Models 1, 2 and 3 that will 
be analyzed in the ?\lonte Carlo simulations. 
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Table 0 Parameters \'alues 
Model 1 (81,82, '12) (2,0,0.7) 
I\lodel 2 (131 , /32' :33 , 84 , 12) (1. 1. .5, 5. 0 .. 5) (1.1.1.1.1) 
:\Iodel 3 (,'31 , .82, ,83 , :34 '12) (0. O. 0, 1. 1 ) (0 .. 5. O. O. 1. 0.7) (0. 0.1. 1. 0.7) 
\Ve should remember that case 2 of Model 2 and case 1 of Model 3 do not \'erify the 
boundedness condition [4.6]. Since the bound is exceeded in a small enough region that 
might allO\\'s the series to be KED in practice, and we will study this posibility later on. 
The effect on z; produced by the nonlinear part in the series is significantly different 
from the effects produced by linear models. The following figures provides some examples. 
Figures -1 to 7 present (in rO\\'s) the plots of the time series:; and 1(Z;_I,"1'2) as well as the 
diagram of :; vs. f(:;-1' 12L and the histogram of z;. Figure 4 presents :Model LSTR-EC 
"'ith values of (31,82,12) given by (6,0.1). Figure 5 present rVIodel 2, and Figures 6 and 
i present .\Iode1 3. In all those cases the \'alues of the parameters are given in the above 
Table. 
There are four graphs, (1. 1). (1.2). (2.1) and (2,2), inside each figure which provide 
information on some aspects of the series generated with the models. Graphs (1.1) and (2,2) 
of Figures ;') to 7 sho\\' asymetric behaviour in the series. Graphs (1,2) shows that the action 
of the nonlillear part can be frequent or occasional. or asymmetric in different senses. This 
behaviour produces values that appear as outliers, as in Figure 7. Graph (2,1) shows that 
the non1inear adjustment can be symmetric. asymmetric or very asymmetric. 
The parametric error correction functions proposed in this paper are illustrated in Graphs 
(:2.1) of Figures -! to i . Those graphs sho\\' the adjustment of the nonlinear error correction 
mechanisms f(·) given in [4 .. 5J. In all cases the adjustment f(Zt-1) asigns a positive correction 
to a negatiw error =t-1 and conversely. In almost every case the adjustment is error correcting 
("stable") in the sense that (besides the latter condition) it holds that If(zt-dl < IZt-11: In 
many cases the correction is proportional to the error. i.e. If(z)/zl growth with Izl, see 
Figures 6 and i. In this sense .\Iodel 3 is better than '\lodels 1. 2 and 110del LSTR-EC. 
The third set of figures present the series Yt and It as \\'ell as its cointegration error z;, 
for the \'a1ue ~;i = 0.7. The Figures 8 to 10 present (in rows) four series: the equilibrium 
errors z; gi\'en in [.1.2]. the series It given in [4.1], the series Yt given in [4.3J, and the partial 
sum of the equilibrium errors z;. Figure S presents }.·10del 2.2 and Figures 9 and 10 present 
.\Iodel :3.1 and :3.:3. where the values of the parameters are given above. A conclusion comes 
out clearly. in all cases z; looks like 1(0). see Graphs (l,lL and its partial sum like 1(1), "'ith 
and ",it hout drift, see Graphs (2,2). 
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4.3 Biases in the Two-Step Estimator 
The following tables show the bias obtained in the OL5 estimation of the \"alue of the 
cointegrating parameter li in [4.3] from the regression in le\"els: and the biases obtained 
by the OL5 estimation of the rest of the parameters of [4.5] (step 2). \\~ithin step 2 we 
dist inguish two cases: step 2a analyze the bias of the short run parameters hI and 12) 
obtained by assuming that the cointegrating vector I'i is known and step 2b assumes that it 
is obtained by OL5 1'1 from step 1. The estimation is OL5 because in [4.5] both parameters 11 
and AI2 enter linearly. Notice the fact that we estimate 11 in the second step is an implication 
of the imposed common factor restriction. No lack of generality is implied by this restriction 
since if we do not impose it a different \"alue: say li + X .. , would be estimated. The su bcases 
correspond to sample sizes T=100 and T=200 respectively (with the first 50 observations 
discarded from samples of 150 and 250). The estimation is done with N=1000 replications 
and the results gi\"en in the tables are the mean given by ;:yT = ~, r:f:l bT - 1*) and the 
st anclarcl cle\"iation gi\"en by J t Li~1 hT -'7TF Table 1 present the results for Model 1. 
Table 1 Step 1 Step 2a Step 2b 
'"\' 
.1 "'/1 "1'2 /1 12 
T=100 -0.00:37.57 -0.000697 0.017341 -0.002220 0.048512 
(a) (0.0.59096) (0.104932) (0.10465.5) (0.109761) (0.308465) 
1=200 -0.0002.50 0.002261 0.008467 0.002114 0.011559 
(a) (0.0:30922) (0.07198.5) (0.071.539) (0.074518) (0.077149) 
- -i (a) The \"alues of the parameters are: ij = 0.1 and 12 = 0.1 
Table 2 present the results for !\Iodel 2. 
Table 2 Step 1 Step 2a Step 2b 
;1 '"\' 11 12 1'1 12 
T=100 -0.001414 -0.000067 -0.030·597 -0.000966 -0.911666 
(a) (0.068766) (0.102604) (0.169106) (0.106.581 ) (0.34388) 
T=200 -0.000234 0.002:318 -0.019718 0.002225 -0.034083 
(a) (0.034872) (0.072017) (0.119417) (0.074083) (0.130607) 
T=100 0.006:384 0.000194 -0.004509 0.000778 -0.309411 
(b) (0.106:33) (0.103,548) (0.0.5413) (0.119821) (2.674.576) 
T=200 0.00026 0.002668 -0.001408 0.002195 -0.117544 
(b) (0.0,56779) (0.073446) (0.03892) (0.080578) (2.650.578) 
(a) The \"alues of the parameters are: li = 0.7 and 12 = 0.5 
(b) The \"alues of the parameters are: li = 0.7 and 1'2 = 1 
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Table 3 present the results for ~lodel 3. 
Table 3 Step 1 Step 2a Step 2b 
11 11 12 11 12 
T=100 -0.0007091 0.000063 0.019754 0.0003·50 0.002616 
(a) (0.04Si79) (0.102697) (0.12656S) (0.10722S) (0.139435) 
T=200 0.000643 -0.000756 0.015377 -0.000·5S.5·5 0.008316 
(a) (0.024303) (0.075611 ) (0.093610) (0.077507) (0.098883) 
T=100 -0.0005 0.001941 0.029052 0.00197 0.01316 
(b) (0.063709) (0.101769) (0.114767) (0.106327) (0.140009) 
T=200 0.000724 -0.00042 0.019.576 -0.000273 0.0108464 
(b) (0.031319) (0.07339-1) (0.080676) (0.074955) (0.095423) 
T=100 0.00.5497 0.005394 0.02140S 0.006727 -0.007028 
(c) (0.064S96) (0.098307) (0.097784) (0.103658) (0.164639) 
T=200 0.000787 -0.000864 0.008801 -0.00062.5 0.00229 
(c) (0.032.529) (0.0755-1) (0.0691.58) (0.077683) (0.10852.5 ) 
(a) The \'alues of the parameters are: 11 = 0.7 and 12 = 1 
(b) The "alues of the parameters are: ")'1 = 0.7 and 12 = 0.7 
(c) The "alues of the parameters are: A;} = 0.7 and A/2 = 0.7 
In the second step the biases are sistematically greater ",ith ~1 (2b) than "'ith All (2aL 
except in some cases of ~lodel :3 (but in those cases the difference is not significanL given 
the obtained standard de\'iation). The biases are about 1 % of the size of the parameters in 
both cases. The bias is ah\'ays greater for the estimation of A/2 than for the estimation of 11' 
\o\\' \Ye present the simulation results of model [-1 .. 5] ",hen the estimation procedure is 
nonlinear least squares (\LS). The procedure used is the S-plus function ms(·). The sample 
~izes are T=100. T=.300 and T=1000 and the initial 100 obser\'ations ha\'e been disregared. 
The parameter :} takes al\\'ays the \'alue 0.7 and the initial \'alue in the iterations of the 
calculation of m8 is 1. 
Table -1 sho\\'s the mean and the stardard de\'iation for ~Iodell ",ith (j31~ 132, /2) equal to 
(2.0.1). The initial \'alues are (1.1.1). 
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Table 4 ')'1 /2 3 . 1 ;32 
T=100 -0.004934 0.li82 -13:3.386 6.li 
(a) (0.10418) (0.i0808) (2890.51) (318.0i9) 
T=500 0.00199 0.0150 -0.10739 -0.00·534 
(a) (0.04448) (0.1144) (0.58.5) (0.159) 
T=1000 -0.00184 0.00631 -0.04648 0.00221 
(a) (0.030i) 0.0186 0.38279 (0.10068) 
I (a) The values of the parameters are gIven III Table 0, Model 1 I 
Table.5 shows the results for Model 2 with (/31,/32,/33,/34,/2) equal to (1,1,1,1,1) and 
(2.2.1.1,1). The initial values are (0.5,0.5, 0.5. 0.5~ 1). 
Table .5 ;1 /'2 ;31 /32 f33 /34 
T=100 -0.001303 -0.i6ii8 -1.18355 -0.1409 0.60924 -0.2044 
(a) (0.101ii) ( 1..5968) (8.1002) (1.6105) (0.3633) (1.4762) 
T =.500 0.000i13 -0.2i182 -1.334·5 0.0999 0.i213 -0.22i2 
(a) (0.044ii) (0.i3446) ( 4..59) (0.i266) (0.1258) (0.62104) 
T = 1000 0.0010:37 -0.142·54 -1.3786 0.12322 0.7342 -0.2338 
(a) (0.03130) (0 .. 542i) (3 .. 511) (0.668/) (0.08262) (0.5i50) 
T=100 0.00.:1:32 -0.·56i9 -0.166 0.2004 0 .. 5019 -0.389·5 
(b) (0.0994 ) (1.094) ( 4.882) (1.206.5 ) (0.4892) (0.60.5) 
I T =·300 -O.OOOiS -0.0423S -0.OS049 0.10269 0.6011 -0,48·53·5 (b) (0.04409) (0.4.50:38) (') -·-8) (0.8i36) (0.21.51) (0.5189) _.1.')/ 
T =1000 0.001094 0.08:3.5 -0.4141 0.1387 0.6021 -0.·5622 
(b) (0.0:324:3) (0.2.59.5) (2.46.5) (0.i31 ) (0.1386) (0.4i5) 
(a) The \'alues of the parameters are given in Table 0, 110del 2.1 
(b) The \'alues of the parameters are gi\'en in Table 0, Model 2.2 
Finally. Table 6 presents the results for Model 3. The \'alues of (81, /33, f34~ 12) are 
(0. O. 1. 1). (0 .. 3. O. 1. 0.7). (0.1,1, O. i), and the initial \'alues are (0 .. 5,0.5,0.5, 1). 
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Table 6 ")'t /2 81 ;33 ;34 
T=100 0.00035 0.87329 -0.12535 -0.24871 -3.5068 
(a) (0.10395) (15.542) (0.5.599) (1.39106) (66.9984) 
T=500 -0.0004 0.0042 -0.004656 -0.002859 -0.03609 
(a) (0.04760) (0.14929) (0.25903) (0.43392) (0.5735) 
T=1000 0.00285 0.0052 -0.001516 -0.00121 -0.02103 
(a) (0.03187) (0.09239) (0.16617) (0.28654) (0.3542) 
T=100 0.001803 0.86532 0.55183 -0.52427 -3.68548 
(b) (0.10652) (11.5195) (0.67815) (2.08455) (45.14084) 
T=·500 0.000059 0.01000.5 0.92073 -0.03725 -0.09512 
(b) (0.046) (0.1.5727) (0.36917) (0.48242) (0.920102) 
T=1000 -0.00019 0.0071 0.9772 0.0014 -0.07278 
(b) (0.0317) (0.1047) (0.2470) (0.34016) (0.6141) 
1=100 -0.00027 3.52.5 -0.135 2.0i3 -21.084 
(c) (0.1036) (2.5.243) (0.6393) (3.4123) (182.786) 
T=·500 -0.00098 0.0-1:306 -0.00723 1.972 -0.2902 
(c) (0.0447) (O.l84i) (0.2414) (0.2477) (1.197) 
1=1000 0.00000 0.01604 -0.00447 1.986 -0.1054 
(c) (0.0326) (0.1001 ) (0.1618) (0.1655) (0.6109) 
(a) The values of the parameters are given in Table 0, Model 3.1 
(b) The values of the parameters are given in Table O~ Model 3.2 
(c) The values of the parameters are giYen in Table 0, Model 3.3 
.-\5 can be seen the minimum sample size to estimate with small biases has to be closer to 
:")00 than to 100 observations. \Yith T =·500 the bias is ahout 1% of the size of the parameter 
and also the standard deviations. The greatest biases always correspond to the nonlinear 
parameters. In ~lodel 1 there are expectacular decreases in the biases as we go from 100 
to :")00 obsen·ations. and the same occurs with /34 in J."lodel 3. For Model 2 the biases are 
smaller but more persistent and still are significant for T=.500. 
5 Conclusions 
There are evidence of interesting empirical macroeconomic applications where nonlinearities 
are found in an error correction context. However, no statistical results are availahle that 
justify parameter estimation and inference within this nonlinear context. To start filling this 
gap. \Ye extend certain results of linear integrated and cointegrated variables to a nonlinear 
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frame\\·ork. by introducing a concept of integration based on near epoch dependence re-
quirements. \Vithin this framework we are able to generalize certain properties of Granger's 
representation theorem to the nonlinear case. We found that if the yariables are I( 1) with 
a nonlinear error correction system then they are linearly cointegrated, under certain condi-
tions on the nonlinear functions. In particular, we give sufficient conditions for the NEC to 
be well specified and balanced. 
Furthermore we study the consistency of the least squares estimator of linear or nonlinear 
cointegrating relationship. \Ve derive the asymptotic distribution of the least squares esti-
mator of the rest of the parameters of the dynamic NEC model. In particular, our conditions 
a 110\\' us to extend the two-step least squares (LS) approach of Engle and Granger(1987) to a 
nonlinear context (NLS). \Ve graphically analyze the properties of NEe models showing that 
our sufficient condition on the nonlinear function is satisfied for certain parameter values of 
the functional forms. like the logistic, switching exponential, arctangent and rational polyno-
mials. but not necessarily for others parameter yalues. We suggest to graphically represent 
the first order deriYatiYe and \\"hen this condition is violated in certain range but not always 
we suggest to check for the series to be 1(0) and for its partial sum to be 1(1). Furthermore, 
\Ye sho\Y ho\\" simple nonlinear error correction models can generate asymmetric time series 
behayior. 'Ye conclude that among the preyiously mentioned functional forms considered, 
the rational polynomials are the only ones that have the attractiye property of correcting 
fast large equilibrium errors. 
The small sample properties of the two-step least squares estimator are investigated by 
:-1onte Carlo simulations. We found that when the cointegrating relationship is linear but 
t he error correction is nonlinear. the biases of the OLS estimator of the cointegrating yector 
are small in samples of sizes 100 and 200. The same results are maintained ",hen the second 
step of the \EC model can be estimated by OLS, as in the empirical example of the money 
demand of the C.E from 1878-1970. However. the results are not as good when the NEC 
in the second step has to be estimated by nonlinear least squares (KLS). In that case the 
biases of the parameters that enter linearly in the models are small for sample sizes of 1001 
but we need sample sizes of 500 specially for those parameters that enter linearly but are 
related to the \EC term. '\,ith respect to the parameters of the nonlinear function that 
enter nonlinearly. the results of 2\LS depends on the particular parameter yalues of the DGP 
considered and on the functional form chosen, but in general we haye to go to sample sizes 
near 1000 to haye confidence on haying small biases in all of the parameters. 
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A Appendix to Section 2 
A.1 The 11· lis Norm 
The matrix norm \I . lis is defined as follows 
for :U and D6 being matrices that depend on the matrix A. Analoguosly the asociated 
Yectorial norm is 
IIYlls = II(Al D6)Ylloo 
The norm 11 . lis is characterized by the fact that 
IIAlls:'S p(A) + 8 
for p(.-1) being the spectral radious of A. See }'lira and Escribano (1 99·j ). 
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2.6 
Define 
and 
zm 
I.s 
for t > 0 
for t:'S 0 
for s + 1 :'S m 
for s + 1 > m 
\\'here fr't = E(H't!At. ""At-m), and therefore £llll't - fftll~ :'S ~'m such that 'l/.'m ~ 0 when 
m -4 x. Then it is clear that Zi~o is O'(L~t. IT\-l,,," Ut - m +ll ff\_m)-medible. and then it is 
0'( ['t. At- 1 • " .. Ct- m+1 • At-m, .". At- 2m )-medible, 
The difference between Zt and its predictor Zt is bounded for t > 0, because 
liZt - Ztlls - IIq>H't-l + F(Zt_l) + Ut - F(Zt-l)lIs 
:'S IIq>ll't-l + Ut lis + IIF(Zt-l) - F(Zt-l)\lS 
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and by the :\lean Value Theorem 
~o\\". since 11· lis is a subordinate matrix norm we haye that 
IIZt - Ztlls ::; 11<I>llsiIH't - 1 1Is + IWtlls + IlvzF(Zdllsll(Zt-1 - Zt-l)lls 
::; bllT.t + ozll(Zt-l - Zt-1 )115 
for some SlIT.t and since Zo = Z 0 = O. then by iteration ,ye obtain 
t-l 
IIZt - Zt 115 < L Xlrl:.t-/;~ 
j=O 
t-l t-l t-l 
liZt - Ztl11 < L;\"~T.t-jOy + LLNlru,t-i}\'IrCt-joiJ j=O j=Oi~j 
EliZt - Ztll~ < ~i~z 
for some bound ~i~z' because, for instance. E(SIr1.',d = 1I<I>lIs~\i) + ~U)· No\\", 
IIZt - 2\~olis = lI<I>lrt-1 + F(Zt-d + Ct - <I>lFt - 1 - F(Zr~1.l) - Ut!ls 
< 1I<I>(lrt-1 - 11\-1)115 + IIF(Zt-d - F(Z~l,1)lIs 
and again by the :\Iean \'aIue Theorem we obtain 
and since 11'\ zF(Z)lls ::; Oz we haye 
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and by iteration 
m 
IIZt - Zt~olls ~ L 6~11q,llsI11rt_l_i - 1Ft - 1-dls + 6zllZt- m - Zt-m 115 
i=O 
and taking expectations 
m 
EllZt - ZZoII~ ~ E(L 6~11q,llslln't-l-i - ff't_l_dls)2 + b~m EIIZt-m - Zt-mll~ 
i=O 
m 
+2E((L 6~11q,llsllllrt_l_i - ift-1- ill s) X 6zllZt - m - Zt-mIIS)' 
j=O 
If \YE' use for the third term in the summation the Holder inequality with p = ~ = q, i.e., 
EIYXI ~ El/21Y12 + E 1/ 2 IXI2• only remains to work out the following term 
m 
EeL 1111't - 1- i - H't_l_i1ls)2 
i=O 
m 
EL Illl't-l-i - [ft-I-ill} 
;=0 
m nl 
+E L L Illl'l-l-i - ff\-I-i Ilsllll't-l-j - «'t-l-j 115 
;=0 j::j;i 
m 
< L EI11rl _ 1 _ i - ff\-I-ill~ 
i=O 
m ni 
+ L L E1/ 2 1111"t_l_i - iTt_l_ill~El/2IJlrt_l_j - fi\-I-.i~~ 
;=O;#i 
i1Jlc1 since £!i11't-l-i - ff\-l-ill~ = t'm then EllZt - Zroll~ is bounded by a sumation of terms 
with l'", or terms with f.z and since t'm goes to zero and 0 < bz < 1 we obtain 
lim EllZt - Zr~lls = 0 m-x . 
:'\ow. gi\'en EI - 217.(Zt) == E(Zt!Ct.At-l, ... ,Ut-2m+l.At-2mL we can obtain a bound for 
liZI - EI- 2",(ZI)IIL5. Since Zro is 0,,-(Ft ..... t't-m+l.At-m, ... At-2m)-medible then it IS 0"-
(['1' .... ['t-2,,-,+I' .4 1- 2n; ),medible so that 
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and since EIIZI - Z::-oll~ -+ 0 at exponential rate then {Zt} is ~ED on the underlying sequencE' 
{( C. ll"r)} of any size. Kote that the first inequality is a generalization of the well known 
fact Ellt - E(ZtIIdI2 ~ EIZt - g(1dl2 for any function g(.) of the information set It and bz 
is some constant that depends on the norm 11· lis. 
Q.E.D. 
A.3 Proof of Theorem 2.7 
For parts (i) and (ii), let us "Tite 
Xt F(Xt- 1,Xt- 2) + Ct 
G(Xt - 1 ) + <P 2 Xt- 2 + Ct 
~Xt G(Xt- 1) - Xt- 1 + <P 2Xt- 2 + Et 
(-<P 2 )(Xt - 1 - Xt - 2 ) - (1 - <P2).\"t-1 + G(Xt- 1) + Ct 
W1~Xt-1 + H(Xt- 1) + Et 
\\'herE' w1 = -(h. and H(Xt - 1) = -(1 - <P2)Xt - 1 + G(Xt- 1). Ko\\". since Et and ~Xt are 
1(0:! then H(Xt- 1 ) is also 1(0). eyenthough Xt is not. Part (iii) is immediate from Theorem 
2.G. Q.E.D. 
AA Sketch of the Proof of Theorem 2.8 
Let 115 normalize the (1' X 11) matrix. base of the space of cointegration relations, in the 
following \\"ay 0' = [1. -3'] such that a'Xt = Zt. and let us define the (17 X n) matrix Af as 
( 1 -;3') J1 = 0 1 . 
Then .11 X t = [Z;. X~tl' for some partition of the \"ector Xt as X; = [Xft: X~t], with X lt of 
dimension (I' x 1) and X 2t of dimension ((71 - r) xl). GiYen the KEC representation 
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if ,ye multiply by 1'1 we obtain the following system 
a/~Xt - a/'ll~Xt_l+a/J(a/Xt_l)+a/ft 
~X2t - W2~Xt-l + J2( a'Xt - 1 ) + ':2t 
for some partition of Ch '11, and J(o'Xt-d. Let us represent the vector [Z:_1,X~,t_l]' as Lt- 11 
then the system can be rewritten as 
Zt - Zt-l + a''II,M-l~Lt_l + 0'J(a'Xt - 1 ) + a'Ct 
~X2t - '112~U-l ~Lt-l + J2(a'Xt - 1 ) + C2t 
or 
Zt Zt-l + P ::'L t- 1 + ]{(Zt-l) + 7]lt 
~X2t '11 2::'L t- 1 + J2(Zt-l) + 172t 
that is straightfonyard to rewrite as in [2.7]. 
Q.E.D. 
B Appendix to Section 3 
B.1 Proof of Proposition 3.1 
Proof: Inmecliate from Theorems 3.3 and 3.7 of Escribano and }.1ira (1997) under the con-
ditions of a FeLT for \,ED processes (see Theorem 2.1b). 
B.2 Proof of Proposition 3.2 
Proof: Once WE' know the cointegrating parameter 0 ' we can apply Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 
,S.l of Gallant and \\~hite (1988). 
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B.3 Proof of Theorem 3.4 
Let us write [3.3b] as 
The estimated \"alue eT of e- for [B.I] \'erifies 
and can be "'fitten as 
;~~?~ r-1/2(()T _ e-)' = ;~~. (T-1/2(F-(,;) - FT(J';)),Gr(e-)) (T-1Gr(e*)'Gr(e-))-1 
+ }0~ (T-1/21"Gr(e-)) (r-1Gne-)'Gr(e-))-1 
and WE' \"ant that this limit equals the limit of the estimated \'alue ()T of ()* for [3.3a] 
then .-\:;;:;;umptiol1 :3.3 ensures the equality. 
Q.E.D. 
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